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CATEGORIES OF SYSTEMS OF X-RELATIONS 
JIŘÍ RACHŮNEK, Olomouc 
(Received October 19, 1978) 
In [1], M. Armbrust studies the category of congruence systems, i.e. the category 
whose objects are sets with systems of equivalence relations which are closed with 
respect to arbitrary intersections and under unions of directed subsystems and which 
contain the identity relation. The above properties are characteristic for the set of 
all congruences of any partial algebra. (See [3], [7].) Moreover, some other types 
of relations compatible with a partial algebra have those properties. (For the quasi-
orders see [5].) 
This paper investigates the categories X whose objects are sets with systems of 
X-relations (e.g. the equivalences, the quasi-orders and the tolerances, respectively, 
are the special types of X-relations) satisfying the same properties as congruence 
systems. 
It is proved that such arbitrary category X is bicomplete and concrete and in X 
there are characterized the injective and projective objects. Moreover, there is shown 
a connection between the category of congruence systems and the category of quasi-
order systems. 
For the notions of the universal algebra and the category theory used in the paper 
see [3], [4] and [2], [6], respectively. 
Let X be a system of relational quasi-identities of the type <2> with the 
signature <-4*>. Let us suppose that X contains the identity of reflexivity and that 
each other quasi-identity of X (if it exists) is in the form 
Vx t . . . V ^ & ... Sudp => si)9 
where sti9 ...,stpisf are primitive formulas and the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
a) for each xt (i = 1,..., n) there exists at least one of st%,..., stv containing xi9 
b) if p > 1, then each stk (k =- 2,...,/?) contains at least one of the variables 
containing in stk„l9 
c) it holds st m A\(xr9 xq) (r9 q e {1,...,«}). 
Definition. An X-relation on a set A is any relation on A satisfying all quasi* 
dentities of X. 
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Note. It is clear that the equivalences, the quasi-orders (i.e. the reflexive and 
transitive relations) and the tolerances (i.e. the reflexive and symmetric relations) are 
X-relations, respectively. 
Let 31 be a formula of the signature <-4j> which variables are contained 
in {x%>..., xn}9 let A be a set, Q^AXA and al9 ...9aneA. Then the symbol 
09Q(al,..., an) means the value of the formula &°mA for the substitution of Q instead 
of A\ and of at instead of xi9 for each x{ containing in JL 
Lemma 1. a) The intersection of any system of X-relations on A is also an X-rela-
tion on A. 
b) The identity relation i&A is an X-r elation on A. 
Proof, a) Let 0y(y e T) be X-relations, 0 = f] 0y. Then evidently 0 is reflexive. 
yer 
Let T & 0 and let V xt ... V xn(stx& ... &s/p => st) be a quasi-identity of X. Let 
ax,..., an e A. Let us suppose that s/%(ax,..., an) & ... &s/p(ax,..., an) holds. Then 
^f(a%,..., a j (i -=- 1,..., n), therefore also s/fv(at,..., an) for all y e T (i = 1,..., n). 
Since 0y is an X-relation, sf
Sy(a1,..., an) for each y e F, thus j ^
e ( a j , . . . , an), i.e. the 
implication jff(at,..., an) & ... &s/p(at,..., an) => j / % i i , ..., an) is true. 
If F == 0, then 0 -= >4 Xy4 is an X-relation on .4. 
b) It is clear that the identity relation is an X-relation on A. 
Corollary. The set X0(A) of all X-relations on A ordered by inclusion forms 
a complete lattice. The smallest element is idA, the greatest element is Ax A. 




Proof. Let V*! ... V xn(s/t& ... &stp - > i ) be a quasi-identity of X, s/ = 
= ^(x*, Xj). Let us denote «F = (J 0y. Let a t , ..., an e A, (df\ <#>),..., (<#>, a
(/>) 6 
y6T 
€ «F, a[1}9 a2
1},..., a(/}, a(2
p) e {ax,..., an}. Then there exist yx,..., yp e F such that 
(a*/*, a2
1 })e0y i , ...-(a*/*, a
(/})e<97p. Then by the assumption there exists 0e 
e{0y;yer} such that 0yi, .,0yp ^ 0. But this means (ak,aj)e0, therefore 
(ak,aj)eV. 
Let 91 = (A, F) be a partial algebra of the type T, where .4 # 0 is the support 
of 91 and F # 0 is a set of partial operations on .4. I f / e F, then «7 denotes the arity 
of/and D(/, A) denotes the definition domain off. Let 0 be an X-relation on A. 
Then 0 is called an ^-relation on 91 if for each/e F it holds: 
(X) If(al9...,anf), (bl9...9bHf)eD(fA) and (ai9bt)e 09 i = 1,...,/*,, tAe« 
(al...amffbi...bnff)€0. 
Lemma 3. The intersection of any system of 9C-relations on 91 is an ^-relation on 91. 
Corollary. The set ̂ "(91) of all ̂ -relations on 91 ordered by inclusion is a complete 
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lattice which is a closed A-subsemildttice of the complete lattice X0(A)- The smallest 
element in X($l) is id^, the greatest element is Ax A. 
Lemma 4. Let {0y; yeT) be a directed system of X-relations on a partial algebra 
91 « (A, F). Then Vf(i, &y - IJ
 0 y 
y«r yeT 
Proof. By Lemma 2, (J @y is an Jf-relation on A. Let /eF, (xx, . . ,*,, ,), 
yer 
tvi,..., ynf) e D(/ ^), (x|f >>,) e (J 0y (i = 1,..., nf). Then there exist yt,..., ynf e T 
yer 
such that (Xi,yi)e 0yi (i = 1,...,«,). Thus there exists @eF such that 0t £ 0 
(i =- 1,..., /i,). Therefore (x- ... xHff yt ... ynff) e (J 0y. 
yer 
Lemma 5. The set X0(A) of all X-relations on a set A ordered by inclusion is an 
algebraic lattice. 
PraoiL Follows from the algebraicity of the lattice R0(A) of all reflexive relations 
on A and from [7, Folgerung 4.7]. 
Let 91 = (A, F) be a partial algebra, Q S A x A. Let us denote the smallest element 
of $T(9I) containing Q by 0Q. Then it is clear that the mapping X : X0(A) ~* X0(A) 
defined by QX = 0Q for each Q e X0(A) is a closure operator on X0(A). 
Theorem 6. If% - (A, F) is a partial algebra, then the lattice #"(91) is algebraic. 
Proof. By Lemma 5 and by [7, Lemma 4.7], the closure operator A : X0(A) -+ 
-+ X0(A) is algebraic. Thus by [7, Lemma 4.2], #(91) = (X0(A)) **
 i s an algebraic 
lattice. 
Definition. An x-system is an ordered pair (A, X), where A is a set and X s X0(A) 
a system which is closed with respect to arbitrary intersections and under unions 
of directed subsystems and which contains the identity relation idA. 
Let (A, X), (B, <&) be x-systems, <p : A -+ B. Then we say that <p is an x-morphism 
from (A, X) to (B, <2l) if Qcp" x e X for each QGW. NOW, we denote by X the category 
whose class of objects is exactly the class of all x-systems and whose morphisms are 
precisely the x-morphisms between these jc-systems. Evidently, always (A, X0(A)) e X. 
Theorem 7. Let 91 = (A,F)be a partial algebra, X == X(W) the set of all X-relations 
on 91 and let (B, <W) be an x-system. Then a mapping q>: A -> B is a morphismfrom 
(A, X) to (B, <&) in X if and only if for eachfe F there exists an n-ary partial opera-
tion g on B such that (xt, ..., xnf) e D(f A) implies (xt<p,..., xnf<p)e D(g, B) and 
*i --x„ffy> == xxq>... xnf<pg. 
Proof, a) Let <p : (A, X) -• (B, <&) e Mor X , / e F. Let us define an /1,-ary partial 
operation g on B as follows: (yt, ...9ynf)eD(g,B) if and only if there exists 
(*i> *•• > xnf) e D(f A) such that xxq> « yt,..., xnfq> « ynf and y%... ynfB = 
- *i • •• Xnff<P- Let Q e<W. Then there exists xeX such that T -= Q<p~
l. Suppose that 
(yi> --.JV/X ( Z i , . , , g G D f c 5 ) and that ( j ^ ,^ ) , . . . , ( > . , , ^ 6 f l . Let xif ..., 
*»/> "i> . .^ ^,e>4 be such that xtq> * J i , ..., x,,^ = J**,, t*i^ « -ri ,---!^/^
8* 
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= zmr (Xt> •••» *»,)> («i. •••>*»,)
 e D ( / > ^ ) - Then (*lf Wl), ..., (X|l/, n,,) e t 
and 'thus xx ... xHfftux ...unff But hence x t ... xnff<pQux ..uHff<p, therefore 
* • • • * / « * - - * • / * ' 
b) Let ^ : -4 -> J? be such mapping that for each/e F there exists an «,-ary partial 
operation g on B compatible with all Q S<& and satisfying the conditions from the 
assumption of Theorem. Let Q€&9 feF, (xx,..., xHf), (yx,..., ynf) e T>(f, A), 
(Xi, yd> •••>(*«,» ynf) e e<p *. Then, by the assumption, ( x ^ , yx<p),..., (xw/<P> y,,/?) e 
€ Q9 hence ( x ^ ... *„/?£, yx<p ... j^cpg) e g. But this implies (xt ... xRff, yx . *« , / ) e 
€ <?$Ti. Therefore g^"*1 is compatible with all partial operations of F, i.e. Q<p~l e flf. 
Theorem 8. Let <p : (A, X) -+ (B, ^ ) € Mor X. Then 
a) <p is a monomorphism iff it is infective; 
b) <p is an epimorphism iff it is surjective. 
Proof, a) Let <p : (A,X) -+ (B, 9) e Mor X, ax,a2e A, ax # a2, ax<p = a2<p. 
Let (C ,^ )eOb X be such that C = {c}, Z = {CxC}. Let us suppose that $l9 
ty2 : C -+ A are such mappings that c\\tx = ax, c\\/2 = a2. l{ QEX, then from the 
reflexivity it follows Q\\fx
x = Q\\/2X = {CxC}ef . This means that ^ t , ^ 2 are 
morphisms from (C,X) to 04, X), therefore q> is not a monomorphism in X. 
b) Let <p : (A, X) -> (B, 9) e Mor X and let B\A<p * 0. Let b e J?V<p, rf£ B, 
D = J5 KJ {d}9 <% = {DxD, id0}. Let us suppose that Xi»Xi - -* -• -O are defined 
by *Xi = -a,*, *2 I ( A W ) = Xi I (AWX *X2 = d. Then (Z) x D)^"1 =(/>xD)x2"
1 = 
= BxBe99 idDxx
l = idj,x2 * =
 ldB 6 ^» h e n c e Xi > *2 are morphisms from (B9 9) 
to (/), %). Since 9x1 — <PX2> 9 IS n o t an epimorphism in X. 
Remark 1. a) The category X is not balanced. 
b) The isomorphisms in X are exactly all bijective morphisms such that their 
inverse mappings are morphisms, too. 
Remark 2. Let us consider any subobject of an object (A, X) in X. Then it is 
possible to choose as a representative of this subobject such a monomorphism 
(A',X') -4 (A,X) that (A',X')eOb X, A' s A, X' 2 {Q n A'xA'; Qe X}. 
Remark 3. Let us consider any quotient object of an object (A, X) of X. Let 
<p : (A, X) -> (B9 9) be a representative of this quotient object. Then evidently the 
mapping <p : A -* B is surjective. If we denote the natural mapping of A onto the 
quotient set A\<p<p~x by v̂ ,, then there exists a bijection/^ : B -* A\<p<p~l such that 
<pf¥ = v^. Denote by X\<p<p~"
x the set of all relations on A\<p<p~x induced by such 
relations <r e X for which there exist such QG9 that a = Q<p~x. 
It holds (ax, a2) 6 id^""
1 if and only if ax<p = a2<p (<tx, a2 e .A). Hence id^/^-i 
is induced by i d^" 1 . 
Let 0y e X\<p<p~
x (y e F), let 0y be induced by <rr e # and let ay = e ^ *
1 G?y e 99 
y€.T). Then Qcry = (0«y) V"
1. Let flt,o26A Then (ax<p<p~
x, a2<p<p~
x)€ (] Or 
y«r y«r y«r 
if and only if (at<p^
%, a2<pq>~
1) e 0y for each y e T. This is true if and only if for 
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each yer there exist x\eat(pg>~~\ x\Ga2<P<P~
x such that (x$,xi)e<rr By the 
assumption, the last fact is equivalent to (ax<p9 a2y) e Qy for each y e T, and this 
holds if and only if ( a ^ , a2<p)G f| e r This is true if and only if (ax, a2) e ft * r 
Therefore (ax<p<p~
l, a2<p<p ~
l) belongs to the relation ( f j ^ / W " 1 induced on v</*?Np 
by the relation Q crr 
yeT 
Conversely, let (ax<p(p~\ « 2 W"
1 )€ ( f | ay)\<p<p~
%. This is satisfied if and only 
if there exist xxeax<p<p~
t,x2~a2(p<p~~
i such that (xx, x2)e(] <rr Therefore 
k
 y«r 
( f l i W ' S ^ W " 1 ) ^ 8 ? ' Hence f|©y » (fKVW"1-
yer yeT y«r 
Similarly we can prove that if (0y; y e f ) is a directed subsystem in &l<p<p~~
l 
and if 0y is induced by <ry G 5T (y G f), then (J @y is induced by [j ay. 
y«r v«r 
Therefore (A/qxp"1, SC/qxp"1) 6 Ob X. 
Let us show that/^ is an isomorphism from (B,$0 onto (A\<p(p"~x,3C\<p<p~x). 
Let £ e SC/qxp"1 be induced by g^"1, where Q G 9. Let (a!, 32) G £. Then there exist 
(xt, x2) e Q<p~
i, xx e at, x2 6 a2, and hence (xj<p, x2<p) G g. Therefore also (atq>,a2qjt) G 
G #, thus (a-/~*, a 2 /~0 e #. If (bx, b2) e Q, then (bx<p~~\ b2<p~
1) e g. Hence Qf~% -» 
= QB<&, i.e./^ is a morphism from (B,<&) to (A\<p<p~~x9 %\q><p~~
x). 
Let £ G<^, ( ^ , b2) G e. Then (bx<p"
l, b2<p-
x) G g. lfyx 9y2eB9 (yx<p"~
x
9 y2<p~
x) e g> 
then there exist zx eyt<p~~
l, z2 G y2<p~
x such that (zx, z2) BQip"
1, thus (zx<p, z2<p) € Q, 
and so ( j t , y2) G g. Therefore/^"
1 is a morphism from (AlqHp~x, SC\(p(p~~x) to (J5, <$Q. 
This means that for any quotient object of an object (A, SC) in X it is possible 
to choose as a representative of this quotient object such an epimorphism 
<p : (A, SC) -> (A, SC) that A = A\~ for a certain equivalence relation ~ on A and 
that SC is a subset of the set of all X-relations on A induced by the elements of SC 
containing ~ . 
Specially, let us suppose that X contains the transitivity quasi-identity. Let 
(A, f ) e O b X and let ~ be an arbitrary equivalence on A. Let us denote by 3CI~ 
the system of all X-relations on the quotient set A\~ induced by such Q e SC that 
Q 2 ~ . If v^ : A -> A\~ is the natural mapping, then we denote g = QV„ for any 
such Q. Let (ax, a2) e g. Then there exist xx e ~x, x2 e a2, (xx, x2) G Q. Thus (a t, xt), 
(xx, x2), (x2, a2) G g, therefore also (ax, a2) G Q. This implies jinC
1 == Q G .f, and so 
v^ : (A, 9C) -* (A\~9 SC\~) G Mor X. 
Theorem 9. If A = {a}, then (A, {A xA}) is a free object over X with the free 
generating set {a}. 
Proof. Let (B,<&)eObX,^: {a} -+B.lf QS9, then, by the refiexivity of Q9 
it follows ĝ """1 = A xA, hence ^>: (A, {A xA}) -+ (B, 9) e Mor X and this 
morphism is the unique extension of the mapping <p. 
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Corollary. X is a concrete category. 
Theorem 10. An object (A9X)e Ob X is infective in X if and only if A is a one-
element set (and X = {A x A}). 
Proof. Let (A, X)9 (B9 <&)9 (B'9 <&') e O b X , ^ : (B'9 <&') -> (B9 9)9 $ : (B'9 <&') -» 
~*(A9X)€ Mor X, and let <p be a monomorphism. By Remark 2 it is possible to 
assume that B' £ B9<&' 2 {<? n B'xB'; Q €<&} and <p = lfl%B. 
Let us assume that (A9 X) is injective in X. Let Al = B = B'9 X = &', <&' z> <& 
and let ^ = 1^. Then # = 1̂  is the unique mapping of B to A for which <px = $. 
But, by the assumption, there exists Q e X such that Q$~1 $<&9 i.e. x is not a morphism 
from (B9<&) to (.4, #). Hence, if (A, X) is injective, then X = X0(-4). 
Let card A ^ 2. Let us suppose that 5 = B' = {6!,62}> ^ = {5x5 , idB}, 
<gr = X0(fl). Let ai9a2e A9 at # a2
 a n d let ^ • -#' -* -4 be a mapping such that 
bt^/ = tf1# b2\j/ = a2. Since a coimage of an X-relation is in any mapping also an 
X-relation, ^ is a morphism from (B'9 <&') to (A9 X). Furthermore lBtB is a mono-
morphism from (B'9 <&') to (B9 <&) and # == ^ is the unique mapping of B to A for 
which lB%Bx = ^. 
Let us show that x $ Mor X. Let Q = idx u {#!, a2}. Then e e X0(A). But QX~~ * = 
Finally, it is clear that (A9 X) is injective for A = {a}. 
Theorem 11. An object (A9 X) is projective in X if and only if X = X0(Af). 
Proof, a) Let us suppose that (A9X)eObX is projective. Let A = B and 
~ = id*. Let & = ar and $ c ^ . Suppose that <p = ^ = \A. Then <p : (A, X) -* 
-• (5, <80, $ : (5, <30 -> (B9 <&) e Mor X and \j/ is an epimorphism. Furthermore 
X = 1,4 is the unique mapping of /4 to B such that ^ = <p. By the assumption there 
exists £ e <8< for which QX ~~l $ X9 therefore x -
s not a morphism from (A9 X) to (B9 <&). 
Hence it must be X = X0(^). 
b) Let 04, iT), (£, «Q, (B9 &)eObX9<p:(A9X)-+ (B9 #) , r̂ - (-», «0 - (5, $) e 
«€ Mor X and let ^ be an epimorphism. Let us suppose that B = B/~9 where ~ 
is an equivalence on B, and that ^ is the natural mapping. Let us denote by x a map-
ping of A to B such that ax e aqxp"1 for each a e A. Then x$ = <p and # is a morphism 
from (A, $*) to (J, 'SQ, because a coimage of an X-relation is an X-relation for each 
mapping. 
Remark, a) If (A9 X) e Ob X, A' £ A, #" 2 {g n ^ ' x .A'; Q G #*}, then a necessary 
condition for lA>A : (A'9 X') -* (.A, #*) being a section is X' = {g n A' xA'; Q e X}. 
b) If X' = {g n ^ ' xAi'; e e #*}, .A" = ^ y , then l^fA : (A'9 X') -> (A, X) is 
a section if and only if there exists a mapping x . A" ~+ A' such that for each ai9 
a2 6 A" and for each e e X it is (ax, a2) e Q n A" xA" if and only if (atx, a2x) e 
€ g nA'xA'. 
Theorem 12. X is a complete category. 
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Proof, a) We prove the existence of the kernels in X. Let ^, ^ : (A9 X) ~*(B,W)G 
eMorX. Let us suppose that A' # 0 and let us consider the embedding 
1A%A:(A'9X')-+(A9X)9 where X' « {Q n A' xA'; QGX}. Let x*(C9X)-» 
-+ (A9 X) e Mor X and let x9 ~ # • Then Q = A' and hence for the mapping 
fi: C -> A' such that ^ - c/i for each c e C there is f*lA>tA -* #. Let #' € .f". Then 
there exists Q e X such that Q' ~ Q n A' x A\ But this means that Q'fT l « #*"" X € J*. 
Hence n : (C, -9T) -> (AT, ;#") € Mor X, and therefore lA>tA is a kernel of <p and r̂. 
Let A' =- 0. Then for 0 : A' ~+A it holds 0 : (A'9 X'j-+(A9 X)BMOT X and 0 
is a kernel of q> and ^. 
b) We shall show that there exist the products in X. Let (Ay9 Xy) e Ob X, y e F. 
Let us denote A = f l ^ r If e = (...,ey, . - O e ^ ^ y (QreXr), we denote by Q 
yer ymr 
a relation on A such that for each x = (..., xy9 ...),y = (..->yy, ...)€A[ (xy,yy e ̂ 4y, 
y e F) it holds (*, y) e # if and only if (xy, yy) e Qy for each y € F. Evidently, g is 
an X-relation on A. The fact that Q arises from Q by the above manner, we shall 
denote by Q <-+ jo. We denote by X the set of all relations on A arising from the elements 
of f i Xy. If Q
(S) eX98eA9 then we shall write Q = f] Q<
S). Let Q&*-*(..., Qf>9...), 
yer ,5 B j 
5 G J . Let us suppose that x =- (..., xy9...), 7 = (..., yy9 ...)eA and that (x9y)BQ. 
But this is in the case if and only if for each y e F it is (xy9 yy) e f) Qy*
}. By the 
be A 
assumption, Xy is closed under intersections, hence f] Qy
S) e Xy. Therefore it holds 
<5eJ 
#<-+(..., 0 ^ } ' •••)» am* so g e $ \ Hence .#* is also closed with respect to inter-
red 
sections. 
Let, in addition, the system (Q(3); 8 e A) be directed. We shall write T == (J g(*\ 
Then for x = (...,xy,...), j> * (...,yy,...) it is (x9y)ex if and only if (xy,yy)e 
e (J (?y
a) for each y e F. Indeed, for each y e F it holds that the system (Q7S); 8 B A) 
yer 
is directed, hence (J Qy
d) e Xy. Therefore x<~> (..., IJ Q<*\ ...), i.e. xeX. 
Finally, it is evident that idA <->(..., id^y,...), hence i d 4 e f . • 
Therefore (A, # ) e Ob X. 
Now, let <py: At -+ Ay be the projection for each y e F. Let y0
 € A Tyo e Xyo. It 
holds that xyo<p;o
l contains exactly all ordered pairs ((..., xyo,...), (•••-yyo- •••))» 
where (xryo, >>yo) 6 Tyo. But this means that t ^ "
1 € X9 because T ^ ^
1 ^ (••• > (fy» •••)» 
where Qy = AyxAy for y # y09 and #y0 = Tyo. Thus <pr is a morphism from (A9 X) 
to (.Ay, ^y) for each y e F. 
Let tfry: (5, <3Q -* (^y, ,Ty) € Mor X for each y e F. Let us show that the product ^ 
of the mappings ^y (y € F) is a morphism from (jff, <80 to 04, $*). Let Q e X9 Q «-* 
« ( . . . , C„ •••), (*i, b2) e Q^K Then (b^9 b2$) e <>, i.e. (b^y9 b2$r) e Xr for each 
y e F. Thus (bl9 b2) £ c,^"
1 for each y e F, hence (bt, *2) € f| Q^;
1. Since Q^;1 e<& 
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for each yeT, f] Q^1 e 9. Let (cx ,c2)ef] Q^
1. Then fatfy, c2^fy) e Qy for 
each yeT, therefore ((..., cx^y,...),(..., c2t>y,...)) e e, hence fo, c2) G ^ . Thus 
^ " ! « f) Qyil/y
x e®, and so ^ e Mor X. But this means that ((.4, X), q>y; y e F) 
is the product of the objects (Ay, Xy), yeT. 
Theorem 13. X is a cocomplete category. 
Proof, a) We shall denote the existence of the cokernels in X. Let <p, ij/ : (A, X) -> 
-* (J?, $0 e Mor X and let ~ be the smallest equivalence on B containing all ordered 
pairs (a<p, ax//), where a e A. Then the natural morphism v„ : (B,<&) -» (B/~, <3fj~) 
is a coequalizer of <p and \//. 
Let x : (B> W) -* (C, &) G Mor X be a coequalizer of <p and ^. Let us consider 
the equivalence relation xx~ * 0 n -#• Evidently ~ £ #x~*• Let us denote by x' - -8/~ -> 
"• -B/H* * the natural mapping. Let T : Bjxx'1 -* C be a mapping such that ftxx"*1* = 
= A# for each beB. Then # = V„#'T. Moreover, it is evident that x'TGMor X. 
Hence v^ is the cokernel of <p and if*. 
b) We shall show that there exist the coproducts in X. Let (Ay, #*y)eOb X, 
y e F , and let A = \JAy. (The symbol 0 means always the disjoint union.) Let 
yer 
I &T, Xx~]\Xy.lfQ = (..., Q0,...) e Xs, Q0 G #*„, then we denote by Q such 
ye.T 
relation on Al that 
Q = U ^ ° U AX^e-
<re£ y.e6.T\2 
The fact, that Q arises from £ by this manner, will be denoted by Q « @. Now, let ^ r 
be the set of all such relations Q on A. Further, we shall denote X = (J #*j. 
i c r 
It holds ar s XQ(A). Indeed, let I c r , £ = (...,&,, - ) e f i , Q<,eX0, a el, 
Q &Q. Then for aGAT,, a e Z , it is (a, a)GQ0 . For fle-4?, y G r \ r , it is (a,a)e 
eA.yx.<4r Therefore Q is reflexive. Further, let V xx ... ^x„(^t&... &ja/p => J / ) 
be a quasi-identity from X. Let us suppose that al9 ...,aneA and that it holds 
<st\(at,..., a^, ..., ^ ( a j , . . . , an). Then the following cases are possible: 
1. alt...,aHeA0,aeI; 
2. a16 .4 a i , . . . ,a„G4X n ,a1 , . . . ,a„Gr\X. 
In the first case it is s/\9 (at,..., an),..., Ap° (at,..., a„), hence also si** (at,..., a„). 
And since Q0 £ #, it holds s/
6 (at,..., aj. 
Let us suppose that ^ = A\(xr, xp), r,qe {1,...,«}. Then in the second case, 
(af;a9)eAmrxAa% s. Qy thus j . / ^ , ...,aB). 
Therefore g satisfies all quasi-identities from X. 
Let us suppose that #<*> G ar, 5 e A. We shall write Q = f) £(a)- *-** 2(*} * 
« ( . . . , Q?\ •••) e 5 ^ , t??> e f . , ( r 6 2(5) S r . We shall show that Q e Xs, where 
Z = U Z(<S), and that g, = f) Q& for each <r e I. 
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It is clear that if y%, y2 6 F, then the component of Q in An xAy2 is equal to the 
intersection of thQ components of all relations Q<6)(SeA) in AyixAyv If ere I , 
then this intersection on .A, is £ff = f) (ff\ and hence ($*„ is closed with respect 
to intersections) QaeX9. Let aeZ9 yeT9 a & y. Then at least for one 60GA it 
holds that the component g(*o) in AexAy (in viy x>4J is void. Hence also the inter-
section of the components of all Qd (S e A) in A0xAy (in AyxA9) is void. 
Finally, let yt, y2 e r \ I . Then for each relation Q
{S) (S e A) it holds that its com-
ponent in Ayi xAy2 is equal to Ayt xAn9 and this is equal to the intersection of all 
such components. 
Therefore, X is closed under intersections. Let, in addition, the system (<?(*}, S € A) 
Be directed. Let us write x -= (J Q{3). Evidently, for each yt, y2 s P, the component 
of T in Ayi x.4y2 is equal to the union of the components of all relations Q
(i) (S € A) 
in Ayt x Ayi. Let us write Z' = f) Z(S). Let y e T. If y e I ' , then for each 5 € A9 the 
component gy
d) of a relation g(a) on Ay is an element of Xy. Moreover, from the 
directedness of the system (Q(S)9 SeA) there follows also the directedness of the system 
(Q{{\ S e A), hence (J Q(y
6) eXy.lfyl9y2e T\Z'9 then there exists at least one S0 e A 
dm A 
such that the component of g<Jo) j n Ayt xAy2 is equal to Ayi xAy29 therefore also the 
component of x in Ayi xAy2 is equal to Ayi xAy2. Let yt € Z'9 y2 e F. Then the com-
ponent of each Q(6) (S e A) in Ayi x Ay% (in Ay2 x Ayi) is void, hence also the component 
of T in Ayi xAy2 (in Ay2xAyi) is void. 
Therefore xeXr9 and x9 = (J <£'V e I ') . Finally, it is evident that idx 6 XT> 
ireS(d) 
hence idA e X. 
Then we have known that ( ^ ^ e O b X , 
Now, we denote by q>y the embedding of Ay in A (y e T). Let Q e Xl9 Z £ F, 
<?*(..•,<?„—)- <rer, foeST,. If yeF\_T, then ^y"1 = ^yX-4,ear,. If yeJT, 
then .597A = #y € Xy. Therefore <py is a morphism from (4y, .fy) to (A9 X) for each 
y e T. Let us suppose that ^ y : (-4y, Xy) -* (J?, #*) e Mor X for each y e F. Let 
ij/: A -*• J be the unique mapping such that ^>ŷ  = ^y for each yeF . If t e ^ , 
then x^^sXy for each y e F , therefore x^f"1 ^ (...9x^/y
l
9 ...)eSTr. But this 
means that x$~leX9 hence T is a morphism from (A, X) to (J?,^). Therefore 
((A, X)9 <py; y e F) is the coproduct of (,4y, #*y), y € F. 
If the system X contains exactly the identity of reflexivity and the quasi-identity 
of transitivity (the identity of reflexivity and the quasi-identities of symmetry and 
transitivity), then we shall denote the corresponding category of all x-systems and 
all x-morphisms by Q (by C). It holds 
Theorem 14. The category C is a reflective, full subcategory of the category Q. 
The corresponding reflector preserves and reflects monomorphisms. 
Proof. Let (A, M) e Ob Q. Let us denote by M the system of all equivalences on A 
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belonging to J. Let us suppose that efiei9 fieJ. Then f) ep e J and f) e, is an 
equivalence on Af therefore f) ^ G i . Let e, G J, /J G J, and let [) ep6 J. Then |J s, 
£«./ ^ 0«J # « / 
is evidently symmetric, hence {J efi€ M. This implies that if {ep\ fieJ9 epG j$} is 
fieJ 
a directed system, then \Jefie<£. And since idx e J, (A9 J) G Ob C. 
We shall show that C is a reflective subcategory of Q. Let us define a function 
which assigns to each (A9 M) G Ob Q the object R((A9 £)) = (A9 i ) € Ob C. Further, 
let us define a function which assigns to each (A , .2 )eObQ the mcrphism 
$R((A9 J)) = 1A : (A9 g) -> (A9 J) G Mor Q. Let (A9 M) e Ob Q, (B9 &) G Ob C, 
q>: (A9 J) -» (2?, -F) e Mor Q. Let us suppose that Q G &9 ax 9 a2 e A9 (ax, a2) G 
G £<JO~ *. Then ( a ^ , tf2^)
 € £> thus (a2̂ >, 0i^) G g. Hence (a2, at) e #̂ >~ *, i.e. #9~* G J. 
But this means that S^q>"l £ J, therefore 9 is also a morphism from (A, J) to (B9 $F) 
in C. And since 1^ . q> =- <p, the diagram 
(^,J)—Z+(B,&) 
*R((A,m J >/ 
-K((A(,.J)) 
commutes. 
Let ^ : (A[, J) -» (B, # ) be a morphism in C for which <PR((A9 £)) . $ = y. 
But then 1A . ^ = <p, i.e. ij/ = <p. 
The corresponding reflector R : Q -* C assigns to each morphism 9 : (At, J) -• 
-> (Al9 Mt)eMoTQ the morphism J?(<p) : (A, J) -» (A^, £t)e Mor C which as 
a mapping of the set A to the set Aj is equal to q>. 
The statement concerning the monomorphisms is now trivial. 
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